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概 要:本 論 文 は 、 月 一 回 開 催 して い る 学 際 セ ミナ ー の と く に 、2012年 度 第14回 、 第15回 セ ミナ ー で 取 り上 げ た

「ElucidationandgeneralizationoftheCooley-TUkeyalgorithm-CTA」 に お い て 展 開 し た 、離 散 フ ー リエ 変 換 の 計 算

量 を低 減 す る ア ル ゴ リズ ム で あ るCTAを 、 群 の表 現 を用 い る ダ イ ア コー ニ ス 等 の 方 法 を 用 い て 明 らか に し、 合 わせ

て 群 とそ の 表 現(と くに群 行 列)の 基 礎 を述 べ た も の で あ る。 本 セ ミナ ー の 目的 の一 つ で あ る 、 大 学 教 育 に お け る

新 た な 教 科 書 を 作 成 す る 大 い な る 一 歩 で あ る と確 信 して い る。 本 論 文 で は 、 ア ー ベ ル 群 の 場 合 を の み を扱 っ て い る

が 、 目標 は 、 ア ウス ラ ン ダ ー 等 の 行 っ た 、 幕 零 群 の 場 合 の 非 ア ー ベ ル 的 フー リエ 変 換 の計 算 量 の 低 減 を 目標 とす る。

ダイ ア コー ニ ス の 場 合 は 、 表 現 を付 随 させ た ベ ク トル 値 関 数 で あ り、 ヴ ェ ン コ フ の場 合 の スペ ク トル 理 論 の 精 神 と

類 似 して お り、 将 来 表 現 論 的 保 型 形 式 の 研 究 に も通 ず る と信 ず る。

Abstract: In this paper, we shall elucidate the celebrated Cooley-Tukey (Cool and Tacky) algorithm [4] from 
representation-theoretic view point, following [6] in general and [1] in the case of nilpotent groups. We are concerned 
with non-Abelian Fourier transforms, which have many applications including one of the symmetric groups to statistics. 
Considering the Fourier transform with vector-valued function is rather efficient and can be studied together with 
Venkov's theory of automorphic forms with representations [17], [18], to be pursued subsequently. 
We shall also give some preliminaries on groups, linear representation of groups and group matrices.
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1. Cooley-Tukey  al- Khwdrizmi

Our objective being an elucidation and generalization of 
the Cooley-Tukey  al-Khwarizmi (abbreviated: CTA) in 
a representation-theoretic as well as a group-theoretic 
setting, we first reproduce the CTA rather faithfully in 
slightly modified notation, though.

1.1 Algebraic intermezzo 

A propos, we recall the origin of two most important 
terminology, algorithm and algebra. On [12], one finds 
the passage: Mohammed ibn-Musa al-  Khwarizmi 
composed, in Baghdad (at about 825), what is 
considered to be the most influential algebraic work of 
the period—  Kitab  al-jabrwa al-  muqabalab (The 
science of restoration and reduction). From the title 

 ("al-jabr") comes the word "algebra" that we use today, 
since this was the first textbook used in Europe on that 
subject matter. Furthermore, the word "algorithm," used 
for any special method for solving a mathematical 

problem using a collection of exact procedural steps, 
comes from the distortion of  al-Khwarizmi's name. The 
Science of Restoration was synonymous with the theory 
of equations for a few hundred years.

1.2 CTA

Table 1. Corresponding notation

In this subsection, we state the CTA in its original form 
with slightly different notation which is in conformity 
with [6]. In §7, we shall use the notation of [6]. We write 

 f(j) for X(j),  f(k) for A(k), and for  A(ki,  ko), we 
write 

(1.1)  fko  (10 =  f  (kir2 +  ko), 
which corresponds to (6.7).

CT  X  (j)  A  (k)  A(ki  ko)
DR  1()  f  (k)  fk. (k1)

 GR  1(p)  f(P) fi 1)

Let 
(1.2)  N  =  r1r2 
be a decomposition of the modulus N and let 
(2) = 
be the piervotnyNth root of 1. We want to compute the 
Fourier transform at frequency j 

                 N-1 

(1)  f  (1)  (kyik,  0  j  <  N  —1. 
                 k=o 

We write 

(3-1) 
 k  =  kir2  +  ko,  0  <  ko  <  r2  —  1,  0<<—k1  <  —  1. 

Then (1) reads 
 r2-1 r1-1. 

(4) f(j) = f  (k1r2 + ko)(jklr2 (jk°. 
 ko=0  k1=0 

Writing 

(3-1)j =jlr1+ jo, 0jo— 1, 0  r
2  —  1, 

we note that 

(5)  (jk1r2 =  (Jo  kir2, 
which is the corrected form of [4]. 

                     

rik 

By  (5),Okir2 = e27rk1, so that the inner sum on the 
RHS of (4) is the Fourier transform fi:0 of  fko (k1) = 

 f  (k1r2  +  ko)  at  frequency  jo  (  mod  r1)  (cf.  (1.1)); 
                              r1-1 

(6)fk0(io) =  fko (Ict)Or2k1• 
                         ki =0
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which corresponds to (6.6). I.e., the partial transforms 

fko  are pasted together with the twiddle factor 
     =  e2Trij  joir,r2 

   There are N2 operations needed to compute all the 
Fourier transforms (1), so that for our intended 
application to symmetric groups, this could lead to a 
computational explosion. For by the Stirling formula, 

N!-Nlat(—N)n 
  There are N terms in  fko  (jo), each requiring r1 
operations, giving a total of  WI _ operations. Similarly, 
in  f(joji), there is a total of Nr2 operations needed. 
Hence it follows that  N(r1 + r2) operations are needed 
to obtain  f. If we can choose ri  AN, then this will 
give rise to the saving of order ViTi, which is a great 
saving. 
Remark 1. The decomposition (1.2) is a delicate and 
intriguing problem connected with the RSA 
cryptosystem. There is no guarantee for a decomposition 
of N if N is large. On  [10] we find the passages. In 
RSA cryptosystem, care must be taken in choosing the 
two primes p and q whose product is to be the public 
key. They are not to be too close (e.g. one must be a few 
digits longer than the other); p — 1 and q — 1 are to 
have a fairly small g.c.d. and both of them to have at 
least one large prime factor. 

   However, for our intended application to symmetric 
groups, the decomposition is guaranteed from the 
beginning. 

2. Elements of group theory 

We start from the elements of group theory. There are 
many excellent references on group theory, but a very 
concise but handy manual could be our forthcoming 
book  [11]. 

Proposition 1.Any subgroup of a cyclic group G is 
again cyclic. If G is finite, say  IGI = q, then there are 

 cp(q) generators of  G  , where  cp(q) is the Euler 
function defined by 

(2.1)(q) = 1, 
                           (n,q)=1 

i.e. the number of integers n q which are prime to q. 

 Proof. Let G =< a  ># 1. Any subgroup H  # 1 of G 
consists of elements of the form  am,  m E Z. Let 

 d  =  min{  m  E  Main  E  H). 
Then d must divide all m for which  am E  H  . For 
writing 

 m  =  dm'  +  r,  0  <  r  <  d, 
we have am = (ad)m  ar, so that ar E H and r = 0. 
Hence any am E H is of the form (ad)m E<  ad  >, 
whence H =<  ad  >. 

  Now suppose G is finite and let the order of

a(which is the order of G) be q, where the order of an 
element a is the smallest natural number such that 

 ak = 1 . The subgroup H =<  ad  > coincides with 
G =<  a  > if and only a E<  ad  >,  i. e, there is an 

integer such that 

           dm  E  1(  mod q), 
which is true if and only if (d, q) = 1. Since there are 

 pp(q) such d's, the second assertion follows. E 

Example 1.Let  pig denote the set of all q-th roots of 1: 

 jug=  fz  E  (Clzq  =  1). 
Then  pq is a cyclic group generated e. g. by  e2'ilq  — 

piervotnyi koren'. 
  Note that we may also prove this directly as follows. 

Clearly,  e2nliq is a generator of  pig and  lig = 

te2rria/q la =  0,1, q  1) For another member 
 e2mid/q to be a generator, it is necessary and sufficient 

that  e27i1c1  e<  e2Trid/q  >,  .> i.e that there is an integer x 
such that dx  E 1  (  mod q). The last holds if and only 

(d, q) = 1 since then there are integers x, y such that 
 dx  +  qy  =  1. 

Example 2.The group of residue classes modulo q is 
an additive cyclic group of order q generated by 
1 + qZ. The group of reduced residue classes modulo a 

prime is a cyclic group generated by  a  primitive root. 

Proposition 2. Let G =<  a  > be a cyclic group of 
order n. Then for every divisor d of n there exists a 
unique subgroup of order d with  (p(d) generators and 
we have the identity 

(2.2)  cp  (d)  =  n. 
                 din 

 Proof. Recall from Proposition 1 that there are  co (n) 

generators in G including a. 
  Now for each divisor d of n, the element  an1d 

generates a subgroup Hd of order d. 
  There are  co(d) generators of Hd and Hd (din) 

exhaust all the elements of G: G  =U  din Hd (disjoint). 

Hence (2.2) follows as the cardinality of both sides. I 
  The following theorem is a fundamental structure 

theorem for finite Abelian groups. 

Theorem 1.If G is a finite Abelian group, it is 
isomorphic to the direct product of cyclic groups of 
prime power order. 

  This is a consequence of Theorem 2 with R = Z: 

Theorem 2.Let R be a PID (principal ideal domain) 
and let M be a finitely generated R-module. Then M 
is isomorphic to 

 RleiR  ED  •  •  •  ED  RIO, 
where  ei may be chosen so that  ei  lei, (1 i  1  — 
1) and in choosing so, they are uniquely determined up 
to associates. Or more concretely, 

(2.3) ZialZ ED • • • ED ZialZ ••• Z, 
                                      r times 

where 1  <  a1 ,  ai  I  ai+1 (1 i  1-1) and the 

product a =  a1  •  ••  al and r are uniquely determined. 
 e1,  •  •  • ,  el or  a1,  •  •  • ,  al are called elementary divisors. 

r is called the R-rank of M. In the case of Theorem 1, 
 r  =  0.



Definition 1.Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Define 
a relation  — between elements  x,  y in  G  : x y  if 
there exists an a E H such that y = ax. Then one can 
prove that this is an equivalence relation. The 
equivalence class containing x E G is of the form 
Hx =  {axla E  H} and is called the right coset, whose 
cardinality is IHI . If H  \G =  {Hxylv E  N}, and 
G =  Uv H  xv (disjoint), is the right coset decomposition 
of  G, then  {xv} is called a complete set of right 
representativesof G with respect to H. In a similar 
way, we may consider the left cosetdecomposition of G 
with respect to  H  :  G/H =  tx,HIpt E  M}, with  xt, a 
complete set of left representatives of G with respect to 
H. 

Theorem 3.The following two conditions are equivalent. 
 {x,} forms a complete set of right representatives: 

 H  \  G =  {11x,}. 
 {x,"-} forms a complete set of left representatives: 

 G/H  =  {x,"1-1}. 

 Proof. Suppose the first is true. It is enough to show that 
 {x,71111 =  G/H, i.e. that  x,711/  #  xa-11/ if  xi, =  x„, 

and that any a E G is contained in some  xv  -111. The 
first because if  x,71H =  xa-1H, then 

 Hxv =  (x,T1H)-1 =  (x,-1H)-1 =  Hxu, whence 
xv= 
The second because for any a E G, there exists an  xv 
such that  a-1 E  Hxv, which means that there exists a 

y E H such that  a-1 =  yx,,. Hence  a=  xv  1y  1E 
 x.,71-HE 

  Theorem 3 asserts that the cardinality of right cosets 
and left cosets are equal. If it is finite, we denote it by 

 (G:H) 
and call it the index of H in G. Since each coset has 

 'HI elements, we have an important identity 
(2.4)  IGI =  (G:H)IHI. 
This is also valid for  'GI =  IHI =  Co by interpreting 
both sides to be  00. An example is 

 171 =  (Z: 
where in this case  (Z:  qZ) is the order of the additive 

group ZAZ of residue classes mod  q, q E  RI (see 
below). Since each group contains the trivial group 
consisting of the identity element only, we have 

 IG1 =  (G:  t1)). Any subgroup N of the group G is 
called a normal subgroup if its right and left cosets 
coincide, i.e. aN = Na for all a E G, or what amounts 
to the same, N is invariant under the inner 
automorphism of G (in Example 4). Then one may 
form the quotient group  GIN and the group index 
above is precisely the order of the quotient group  GIN: 

(2.5) (G: N) =  IG  I  NI. 

Eq.(2.4) gives the following chain of indices 

(2.6)  IGI = (G:  G  1)(G  1: G2)  •  •  •  (Gm-t: Gm). 
for the chain of subgroups 

(2.7)G = GoG1G2Gm-                                     G
„,. 

  For finite groups, the following corollary is 
fundamental. 
Corollary 1.(Lagrange). Let G be  a  finite group and let 
H be its subgroup. Then the order of H divides that of 
G:
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(2.8)  IMO 
and  IGI/IHI =  (G  :  H). 

3. Group actions 

Theorem  4.(Burnside)Let G be a transformation group 
on X, and let  G be the class containingx. Then for a 
fixed element x E  X, the set  F  ix) =  {ce E  GIax =  x} 
forms a subgroup of G (called the stabilizer (of x)) 
and we have  IGI =  C,IF  (x)I, or 

(3.1)  #C, =  (G:  ix)). 

 Proof. It is easy to see that  Y(x) forms a subgroup. 
Also it is easy to prove that the relation a  — b defined 
in G as follows, is an equivalence relation: a  — b if 
ax = bx. We denote the equivalence class containing a 
by  Ca. Since each element ax of  G gives rise to one 

 Ca of G consisting of all elements b of G such that 
bx =  ax  , G is decomposed into  #  G equivalence 

                      x classes: G = U#c            i=1  Ca, (disjoint). 
   Now, since b E  Cc, is equivalent to bx = ax, or 

 a-1  b E  Hx , or to b E  (x) , we have  #Ca = 
 # (x) =  IF  (x)I. Hence each class  Ca, in  G  I  — 

contains the same number  IF(x)I of elements, and so 
this proves the assertion. 0 

Example 3.Recall Definition 1 in which we defined the 
equivalence of two elements  a,  b of a group G modulo 
a subgroup H of G. We may interpret Example 1 as the 
action of a subgroup H on X = G. Indeed, defining the 
action of H on G by a(x) = ax, a E H, x E  G, we 

find that the orbit containing x E G is Hx, the right 
coset containing x, whose cardinality is  IHI and the 
stabilizer of x is 1. Hence (3.1) leads to a triviality 

IHI =  IHxI. 

Example 4. If G is a group, two elements  x,  y E G are 
called conjugate  if there is an element a E G such that 
y =  a-lxa. Viewed as a mapping, the correspondence 

 la(x) =  a-lxa is called the innerautomorphism. Let 

(3.2)  CG  (X) =  fa E  G  la-  1  xa = x} 
be thecentralizerof x E G. We may define an action of 

 G  on  G  by 
(3.3) a(x) =  1„(x) =  a'  xa 
Then the orbit containing x is called the 
conjugateclass containing x and the centralizer is the 
stabilizer  F  ix) of x. Hence Theorem 4 implies that the 
number  g, of elements of the conjugate class  G 
containing x has (G:  C  G  (x)) elements and  a  fortiori is 
a divisor of  IGI . Since the conjugate class 
decomposition is a  classification of G, we have the class 
equation 

(3.4) IGI= gx•                             xEG 
 x:  non-conjugate 

Exercise 1.Prove that the conjugacy is an equivalence 
relation, that (3.3) defines an action and that the 
centralizer is a subgroup. Also prove that the inner 
automorphism is an automorphism.

 19
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4. Group matrices 

Definition 2.Let G be a finite group with  IGI  = g 
elements. A homomorphism 

         p: G  —>  GLn(C),  p(o-)=  S6, 
is called arepresentation of ordern and we denote the 
set of all representations of order n by  r =  rn  . 

 HereGLn(C)  c  Mn((C) indicates general linear group of 
all regular matrices of degree n in the ring of matrices 
of degree n with complex entries. One may consider a 
more general situation of the case of a module over a 
ring, but we restrict to the case of a field and then all 
representations may be considered as matrix 
representations. 

  Let  x, be the indeterminate corresponding to each 
element a E G 
The matrix 

            X  =1S,x, 
 OEG 

is called thegroup matrix corresponding to F. 

Definition 3.Given a group matrix X, ifthereexists a 

group matrix similar to X, of the form(//if                           „0), Then                                  *A2 

X is called reducible. If there is no such a similar group 
matrix (save for the zero matrix), X is called 
irreducible. 
  The corresponding representation is called 

reducibleorirreducibleas the case may be. 

Theorem 5. A degree n group matrix X of rank r is 
similar to a matrix of the form 

      /

(4.1)
0 Xh

0

 Xj,' 
                           0 / 

with  rj copies of an irreducible matrix  X; (1 j h), 
where the last diagonal element is the zero-matrix of 
degree n — r. 

Definition 4.The number  rj of the copies of an 
irreducible matrix  X  j* is called theindexof  X  j* in X, 
and the totality of indices  {r1,  ••• , rh  } is called theindex 
system of X. 

  To determine h , we introduce 

Definition 5.Let 
(4.2) X =  (x,-1,) (a,  z E G) 
and call it the regular group matrix, where  x,-1, is 
the  (i,  j)-entry of X for a =  ai,  r =  a1. 

Theorem 6.If in the system of  indicesfri,  •  •  •  ,rh,) of the 
regular group matrix  X  ,  {r1,  ••• ,  rh}  are  positive  (h 
h*)and the remaining ones are 0, then 
(4.3)  ri  =  fj  (1  j  h) 
where  fj is the degree of the irreducible matrix  X; in 
Theorem 5. 

  Further the number h coincides with the number of 
conjugate classes of G.

Corollary 2.The number h* of irreducible matrices (of 
degree n) which are not conjugate each other is equal 
to the number h of conjugate classes of G 

(4.4) h* = h 

Definition 6.In a representation  r of a finite group G, 
the trace of the matrix  S, corresponding to a is called 
a character  or  and denoted by  x  (a). 

 X(a) =  Tr(S6), a  E G 
There are g characters of G . Those which 
corresponding to irreducible representations are called 
simple characters. 

            Xt (a), Xh(u). 

  Let  r1,  •  •  • ,  rh be the system of indices of the group 
matrices corresponding to  r, we express it as 
(4.5) r +•••+ rh 
where the group matrix  Xi corresponding to  Fj. 

  By Theorem 6, 
(4.6)  X(a)  =  rat  (a)  +  "  +  rhXh  (a). 

Theorem 7. We have the  orthogonality relation 

(4.7)f;Mu)=Ig,  a  =  1                      0,otherwise

5. Matrix representation of groups 

Let P = {p} =  {pi,  •  •  •  ,  ph} be the set of all irreducible 
representations (of degree  dp) belonging to G. Then in 
the notation of Diaconis-Rockmore [6], (4.7) reads 

                     G1, s = 
(5.1)dpTr( p(s)) =1,                        0, otherwise. 

 pEP 

We note the important relation 

(5.2)  dp2 = IGI, 

whence it follows that  dp 
As in Diaconis and Rockmore [6], for any scalar 
function f on G, define its Fourier transform at p 
by 

(5.3)  1  (P) = f  (s)P(s)• 
                           sEG

Then

(5.4)

by  (5.1). 

(5.5)

  Let T(G)  d 
to  calculate all 
G at  al its  irr 
denote the  nun 

 d  x  d matrices.

 Idp Tr{  p(r-1)/(p)) 
pEP 

=  dpIf  (s)Tr(p(r-l)p(s)) 
 pEP sEG 

 (s)Idp Tr(p(r's)) 
 sEG  pEP 

= IGIf (7") 

Hence the inversion formula holds: 
      1

iGi  f  (r) =P Tr{p(r-1),  (p)}. 
            pEP                  n 

T(G) denote the number of operations needed 
 lateallthe Fourier transforms of a finite group 
 1its irreducible representations and let  M(d) 

the number of operations needed to multiply
. natrices. It is assumed that M(d)  d2. Then



direct computation of (43) requires  IGIpd operations, 
whence we obtain T(G)  IG12 in view  of  (5.2). 

Theorem 8.Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G 
with index k =  (G:H), which is  IGIIIHI in the present 
case. Let 

         G =  s1H U  ••• U  skH  (s1 = 1) 
be a coset decomposition. Then 

 1  (P)  (si)1fi  (h)P(h) 
 i=1  hEH 

(5.6)  k  -4(P1) 0 

 (Si)          ),  i=1  0  f(p;) 
where 
(5.7) fi(h) =  f  (si  h), 1 i k. 

--f-
,(pD may appear in several blocks as i varies over 
1 i k and  -e varies over irreducible representations 
of H, but these need to be calculated once, which is the 
heart of saving! 

6. Group-theoretic interpretation of the 

CTA 

Cooley and Tukey viewed their algorithm as "divide and 
conquer" algorithm ([1]).  In this section, we follow [6] 
to give a group-theoretic interpretation of the CTA. For 
Abelian groups, the algorithm in §5 reduces to the CTA. 
Here we restrict to the Fourier transform on the residue 
classes  7L/NZ, with N =  riKo (we now write  Ko for 
r2 ). We view  7L/r17L as embedded in Z/riKoZ 
schematically as 0,  ice,  2K0,  •  •  • ,  (ri —  1)K0 and the 
natural choice of coset representative is 
(6.1)  0,1,2,  ...  ,  Ko — 1 
and the coset decomposition is 
(6.2) 
 (7L/r1KO7)/(7/r,  Z) 

 = (Z/riZ)  ED (1 + Z/riZ)  ED  •  •  •  ED  (Ko — 1 + Z/riZ). 
We may give an interpretation of this as follows in case 
r1,  Ko are relatively prime: (r1,  Ko) =  1  , where the 
parenthesis indicates the gcd of two integers. For then 
we have the decomposition into the direct product 
(6.3) 7L/r1K07L  7L/r17L x  7L/K0Z. 
Since what is stated amounts to the quotient group 

 (Z/riKoZ)/(Z/riZ), (6.3) gives an isomorphism 
(6.4)  (Z/r1K0Z)/(Z/r1Z)  —> Z/K0Z, 
whence (6.2) follows. 

  Group-theoretically, we may express what precedes 
as 
(6.5)  Go = G = Z/riKoZ  D  G1 = Z/riZ 
with  1C0 =  IG  01  /  IG11 =  (Go: G1) and Theorem 8 reads 

Theorem 9.Let  G1 be a subgroup of the finite group 
G =  Go with index  Ko =  (Go: G1), which is  IG0111Gil 
in the present case. Let 

        G =  siGiu  •  •  •  U  sKoGi  (s1 = 1) 
be the coset decomposition. Then 

                      Ko 

(6.6)  I  (p) (si)  fi  (gi)p(gi) 
 i=1  g1EG1 

where p is an irreducible representation of G (in CTA 
case, it is the exponential function) and 
(6.7) fi(gi) =  f(sigi), 1  < i  <  Ko 
correspondingly to(1.1).
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  (6.6) implies 
(6.8)  T(G0) =  KoT(Gi) +  KolGol. 

  The new al-  Khwarizmi given in Theorem 8 or 
Theorem 9 may be applied to any chain of subgroups 
(6.9)  G  =  Go  D  D  •••  D  Gni  D  Gm+i  =  1, 
where in the last step of recursion, the Fourier transform 
on Gm is to be computed directly. 

  For the group of binary n -tuples  (7L/27L)n the 
algorithm reduces to the standard fast Walsh 
transform. 
  For Abelian groups, Theorem 1 provides a direct 

sum decomposition into cyclic groups of prime power 
order. Then Proposition 2 gives a decreasing chain of 
cyclic subgroups of prime power order  „,,p 
for each highest prime power pa dividing G. 

  Let T(G) denote the number (or an optimal 
estimate) of operations needed to calculate all the 
Fourier transforms of a finite group G and let M(d) 
denote the number of operations needed to multiply 
d  x d matrices. It is assumed that M(d)  d2. 

Theorem 10.(Diaconis-Rockmore)The chain of 
subgroups that minimizes the number of operations 
T(G) is such that the sum  ri110(Gi:Gi+i) of group 
indices of the chain (54) is minimal. 
This follows from 

(6.10)  T  (G) =  IG  G  Gi+i), 
                             i=o 

which in turn follows recursively from (6.8). 
The fast Walsh transform for  (7L/M' is assured to be 
the fastest or to be the one with minimum amount of 
computations by Theorem 10 in view of the chain 
(6.11)  (7L/27L)n  (z/2z)n-1 

Suppose G has a chain of subgroups similar to (2.7) or 
(6.9), i.e. 
(6.12)  G=HoDH1DH2D  D1 
for which  Hi is a normal subgroup of  Hi_1, whence the 
quotient groups  H1_1/Hi being formed. If all these 
quotient groups are Abelian, then the chain (57) is called 
an Abelian normal chain and a group with an Abelian 
normal chain is called a solvable group. An Abelian 
group is a solvable group, but not conversely. These 
notions floated in the struggle of Abel and Galois in 
establishing the solvability of algebraic equations. 

  If in particular, the chain has the property that all 
 Hi's are normal subgroups of G, thereby the quotient 

groups  GIHi being formed, and that 
(6.13)  Hi-1/Hi  D  Z(G/Hi), 
where Z(G) is the center of the group G, which is the 
group of elements that commute with every element of 
G, then the chain is called a central chain and any group 
with a central chain is called a nilpotent group. 

  In the subsequent researches, we shall deal with 
similar problems of complexity of computations for 
nilpotent groups and those between nilpotent and 
solvable [20]. 

7. AuslandischeAufgaben der Cool u. 
Tacky Algorithm 

In this section, we use the notation of [6], i.e.  1(j)  = 
 X(j)  ,  f  (k) =  A(k)  , and  fko  (ki) =  f  (kir2 +  ko)  = 
 A(k1,  ko).
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  Letting =  GI be a primitive N-th root of 1, we 
define the Fourier matrixF = F(N) on N points by 
(7.1) 

 /1 —1  ••• 1 
  F = ((ik) = 7—(N-1) 

                    -(N-1) ((N-1)(N-1)) 
where 0 j N — 1, 0 k N — 1. Then (1) reads 
(7.2) 

                       N —1 

  AIX= AU))  =IA  (k)(1k  , 0 j N — 1, 
                      k=o 

or 

(7.3) F(N)A = X,       A(0)(X(0)) 
where A =(and X = are       U

(N — 1) X(N — 1) 
column vectors.

  We define the Fourier matrixF by means of its 
conjugate transpose F*: 

 F. =1Wi-1)(i  -1)) 

(7.4)  71 1  ••• 1        11 •••  7N-1 
       = - 

                                                                                                                                         ''• 

                 1 <'N-1  7(N-1)(N-1)/ 
where we mean  (-1 by the conjugate of i.e.  7N-1. 

Theorem 11.([5])Any circulant matrix C can be 
diagonalized as 

 (7.5)  C  =  F*  AF 
by the Fourier matrix  F, where 

           7py(1.1) 0  ••• 0 \ 

(7.6) A = Ac =0  Py(() 0 
 0  "' 0 Py((N-1)/ 

Thus, in particular, the eigenvalues of C are  py(1.1), 
 Py«), Py(Sn-1). 

  This was used in [8] to give a one-line proof of the 
Blahut theorem (referred to in [15]). In [4], by the 
Fourier matrix, it is meant (7.4) rather than its conjugate. 

Lessons to learn: 
Where there is smoke, there is fire. 
Where there is a will, there is a way. 
If there is a will, there may be no way. 

  We state the record of the seminars.

  The 12th seminar (Feb. 22): "Legitimation of the use 
of fancy tools in engineering disciplines" 

  The 13th seminar (Apr. 25): Final check of the draft 
for the paper [7] 

  The 14th seminar (May 30): "Elucidation and 

generalization of the Cooley-Tukey  al  -Khwarizmi" 

  The 15th Seminar (Jun. 27): Supposed to be the 

penultimate checking of the present paper "The Cool'n 
Tacky al- Khwarizmi ", but failed to be organized 
because of the bad choice of the venue, the log -house, 
where there was too big a fuss to organize a sem.
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